It is proposed t ha t so me diffraction problems can be c o nve ni e n tl~r solved b y a d irect numerical in tegrat ion of t he Fresnel-Kirchhoff formu la. T Il(' required proper ties of t he diffrac t ion scree n are represe nted by a seri es of numbers w hi c h ca n be eithe r reg ula r and periodi c, or partially rando m. The necessa ry limits and in teg ratio n inte r vals are co ns idered. and the m ethod is found t o be con ve nien t for Fres nel diffraction a nd fo r irregu lari t ies not too large compa red t o the wa velength . B oth deep a nd s hallow modulation can be treated. The acc Llracy of t he computations is verifi ed in a simple case of sin usoida l mod ulatio n, a nd some new res ults a re deri ved for rando m p hase screens.
Introduction
Diffrac tion is an im.pol'ta nt phenomenon of radio propaga tion, which is likely to be encoun tered in th e many insta nces of ilTegular propagation media. 1 n theoreticfil tr eatmen ts it is us ually fiss umed thfit the wave emerges from th e irreg ular m edium wi th l'fWdom flu ctu a tion s of amplitude and/Ol' pb ase alon g the wave fron t, and that the diffract ion problem con cern s just the evolution of t his ini tial modula tion as the wave propfig ates, no addition al modula tion being introduced further on. This leads to the concept of a thin diffraction "scr ee n" w here all fluct uations of signal are supposed to be in trodu ced. Given the properti es of the diffrac tion screen it is t hen r equired to find the proper ties of the signal over an observa tion plane some distan ce beyond it. Th e compu ted diffraction pattern m ay su bsequ ently be compared with exper imen tal da ta, in order to make deductions abou t the character of the il'reo' ular medium.
'" Even in this simplified form the p roblem is no t easy. The greatest step towards its solu tion was the developmen t of the "angular sp ec trum" theory [Booker , R atcliffe, and Shinn, 1950 ; R atcliffe, 1956] which , drawing analogy with the fr equency spectrum of a time-modulat ed sign al, provided a valuable physical con cept of the process and leads to direct answers in th e more simple in stances-for exampl e, when the diffraction screen in troduces only "shallow" modulation and the observation plane is far away from it. More difB cu]t arc th e situ at ions wher e th e observation pla ne is r elatively close to the SCl'ee ni.e., Fresnel diffraction-or wh en the screen in trodu ces " deep" modulation , whi ch is usuall y taken to imply phase flu ctu atio ns exceedin g one ra di an 01' ampli tu de flu ctu a tion s e 'ceedin g' on e neper. H ewish [19 51 ], Bowhill [J 957, J 96 1] , and Wagner [1962] h ave attack ed aspects of th ese problems by t he angular spectrum method. An altern ative appro ach , involv-1 Now at tlle National B u reau of Standards, Boulder, Colo. ' Now at National Center for Atmospllcric Research , Boulder, Colo .
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in g direct application of I-lLlygen's principle through the F res nel-Kirchhoff formul a, has bee n taken by M er cier [1959, 1962] .
By dint of m ath ematical sophistica tion both methods h ave yielded valu able r esul ts; yet simplifyin g aS3Umptions, such as of a Gaussian distribution of fluctuations, or a small-angle approximation, h ave normally h ad to b e invoked. 1I10reolTer , it do es not seem to h av e b een possible to obt ain any numerical results for r andom screens whose phase modulation exceeds an n us I'alue of -J2 radians.
The approach to b e offered h ere, on t h e ot her hand, is almost entirely numerical, being based on a simple num erical integration or t h e Fres nel-Kirchhoff [01'-muLto The properti es or r andom screens ar e simulated by t he gener ation of conelated l'fl.l1dom numbers. ' While t h e mathem atics ar e now elemen t ary, a high-speed computer and appropriate programming skill ar e r equired . The m erits o[ a n analytical solution ar e lost, bu t it seems t h fl.t t he following ad va.nt ages m ay b e gained by the numerical approach:
1. T here is no n eed t o r estrict t he scr een proper ties for mathematical convenience. Any [orm o[ scr een may be assumed, and the appropriate numerical solution will be ob tained in a form suit able for direct comparison wi th experimental da ta.
2. The Fresnel, or small-angle, approximations are avoided.
3. Deeply modulat ed screens do no t present any particular difficulty . Thus, the lost convenience of an analytical answer m ay conceivably b e comp ensated by t he ability to soll' e a greater range of pr oblems.
The present task is to explore t h e p ossibilities of th e numerical m ethod. W e sh all t ry to e3 tablish confidence in its aCCUl'acy by worki ng out some simple cases whose answers ar e known from previous work. v\T e will examine t h e limits w ithin which t h e m ethod looks practicable (tllese are in effect limi ts of computing sp eed) and compute wme more difficult inst ances as exampl es.
Formulation
The starting point is the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula 3 [Born and Wolf, 1959] , which says that r:: =;q(1+:;2) 
In contrast to previous analytical solutions, no approximation has been made in the x-direction where the irregularities ar e.
It is now supposed that the constant-phase front of a wave which originated at infinity has been delayed during propaga tion to the plane A by amounts t"h (x) , as in figure 2. Thus, assuming
In the present work, A will be a plane distant h from R , as in figure 1, and the simplifying aS3umption will be made that irregularities exist in the x-direction only , b eing infinitely elongated in t h e z-direction . Diffraction in the z-direction do es not then concern us, and the formulation can be r educed to two dimensions b y applying to the z-direction the usu al Fresnel approximations:
GeometTY of the model. 3 Although not rigorou~, the Fresn el-Kirchhoff formula is quite the most t ractable expression of Huygen's principle. 'rhe usual objection that it n eglects boundary effects at an opaqu e screen will not apply here because no cli, continuities will be involved, and curvature of the constant-phase front will always be greater th an a wavelen gth. The deri va tion of (1) from the mo re basic H elmholtzKirchhoff eqnation assum es r, 8, > > Xj27f.
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Replacing this by a s ummation, and expressing distances in terms of the wavelength, gives In general i t will b e convenient to express the field as an amplitude and a phase term:
Our general procedure will be as follows. The modulation function t"h (x) is gen erated, and th e x-
field U is determined from (5) or (6). The modulation function is then translated along the x-direction in steps of Llx', the corresponding U(x') being evaluated at each step. Thus the diffracted field along the observing plane will be derived, given an assumed initial modulation at plane A. In the present work only sinusoidal or random screens will be used, and the diffracted fields will be derived from (5), corresponding to the source at infinity.
. Preliminary Tests: Unperturbed Wave Front
Before (5) can be used in computing diffraction problems, it is necessary to find the smallest summation limit, XL, and the largest increment, LlX, that can be used without undue error. They in turn 'f (2XL + 1) b 1 specry how many terms, t::..X 'must e ta cen, and so indicate the feasibility of obtaining solutions with a given computer. For this reason initial computations were made assuming the wavefront to be unperturbed-i.e., t::..H= O-in which case the result should be Al= 1, 10 = 0.
The progressive summation of (5 ) Fewer terms would be needed in the summation of (6) to the same accuracy because the individual terms, again at large X, fall off in magnitude as 1/X5/2 rather than 1/ Xl /2. The procedure adopted for computation with (5) In the course of the foregoing tests it was found that the increment, t::..X, had no significant effect on the results pro vided t::..X'::::; 7~' It seems tha t a relati vely large in terval will suffice for an unmoclulated wavefront. However, this may not hold for modulated waves, where it will obviously be necessary to delineate the perturbations in sufficient detail, and the question of increment will be considered again later.
Sinusoidal Screens

Shallow Modulation
Diffraction by a sinusoidal phase screen can readily be evaluated by the angular spectrum method [Hewish, 1951; Ratcliffe, 1956] when the modulation is shallow-i.e., when the fluctuations are small relative to 1 radian-and only first-order sidewaves need to be taken into account. It is therefore a suitable test of the numerical method. The modulation is of the general Jorm for different values of the period (P) , the distance from diffraction to observation plane (l-I) being taken as 5 wavelengths. As is well known, the diffraction pattern is also sinusoidal, with the same period as the irregularities, but the actual magnitudes of the phase and amplitude fluctuations (~ and M) depend _ A A .
on both P and H. I{J and 1 11 are shown as a functIOn of P, for H = 5, in figure 4. The two methods, in fact , give virtually the same result, differences being no greater than 0.001. XL/H=9 was used for the numerical method, and the same results were obtained for LlX = }~, 7\6, and }~2. The "total fluctuation," which is .J~2+ il, is independent of P when P is large compared to one wavelength, and figure   4 illustrates how the fluctuation alternates between amplitude and phase, being mainly in the phase for periods somewhat greater than the first Fresnel zone (P>.Jll) .
The close agreement between the two methods in the case of a shallow sinusoidal phase screen shows that the numerical method is capable of good accuracy in a simple instance. We shall now evaluate some more complex examples, for which analytical results are less readily available.
Deep Modulation
As long as the fluctuations in the screen are small compared with 1 radian (LlHo< < 1/27r) the form of the diffraction pattern is independent of t he initial fluctuation depth, and the values of M and A I{J are simply proportional to it. When the initial modulation approaches 1 radian in depth these simple truths fail and then the modulation can no longer be considered "shallow." The results of a series of computations for LlHo= O.1 are plotted, suitably scaled, on figure 4, and a considerable deviation from the form of the shallow modulation can be seen. In terms of the angular-spectrum concept, these changes with increasing depth of modulation are due to contributions from side-waves of higher 
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order that introduce higher spacial harmonics into the diffraction pattern. Examples with LlHo near or exceeding O.I-a phase fluctuation of 7r/ 5 radianplainly cannot be tretLted as shallow modulations.
In the angular-spectrum method, problems invoking deep modulation require the addition of several side-waves whose amplit ud es are specified by a Bessel function . The number of required terms increases rapidly with increasing modulation depth. By this technique Hewish [19 51] computed diffraction patterns from initial phase modulations of up to 8 radians. In the present numerical method deeply modulated screens can b e treated as easily as shallow ones, apart from the need to verify that the summation interval (LlX) is adequately small. Figures 5 and 6 show the diffraction patterns computed for the conditions H = 5 , P = 3}f, and H = 20, P =2, with initial modulation depths (LlHo) up to four wavelengths (25 radians ). These show plainly the distortion of the sinusoidal form by increased modulation depth, with periodicities down to half a wavelength in evidence. In general the overall amplitude fluctuation of the diffracted signal does not change greatly beyond LlHo= O.I; whereas the overall phase fluctuation (which has been plotted as a fraction of the input modulation <Ps= 27rLlHo ) tends to increase at least as far as LlHo = 1.0. The curves are similar in general appearance to those given by Hewish [1 951], but a detailed comparison is not possible because he does not state his value of P.
Summation Interval for Deep Modulation
The foregoing compu tations were made with a summation interval LlX = 7i6. To investigate the adequacy of this interval, some computations were repeated using other intervals, in the range from J~2 to unity. error. An even more severe case in figure 6 , H = 20, P = 2, LlHo= 4 , was computed using several intervals between }~2 and K Here the resul ts for }~2 and 7~6
agree, yet those for }{2 and 7~ were utterly different, as figure 8 shows. It is curious that the error should increase so drastically for intervals which are only slightly too large. Figure 9 clearly illustrates the rapid deterioration at two particular poin ts of the pattern: intervals less than 7L are accurate, }i5 shows a small error, and intervals larger than 715
cause unacceptably large errors.
The sharpness of the transi tion between satisfactory and unsatisfactory intervals has one useful aspect. It is possible to test an interval by simply repeating the computation with the interval doubled. It the two results agree it is highly probable t hat 
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. both intervals are satisfactory. According to these tests the interval can be so large that the phase fluctuation in the diffraction screen is permitted to change by several Tadians between sample points. This, and the need to specify the shape of the modulation in sufficient detail, are the criteria to be kept in mind when deciding what summation interval should be used in a particular instance.
----_.-----------------------------
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Discussion
The numerical method appears to b e accurate in computing diffraction from both shallow and deep sinusoidal phase screens . It is estimated that on an IBM 7090 computer the calculation for H=20 us.ing a summation interval of ~{6 would tak:e 0.21 mm; so even deep-modulation problems can be evaluated quicldy and cheaply. The diffTaction screens which arise in nature may not normally be sinusoidal in form; nevertheless, as an approximation it is sometimes convenient to consider them so, and the methods outlined so far may be useful in this way.
. Random Screens
Simulation of Random Screens
The diffractio nscreens appropriate to the natural phenomena of radio propagation are usually random in the sense that it is not po sible to predict their space and time characteristics ill detail. It is usually assumed, though, that their statistical properties may be exactly defined by parameters such as the standard deviation and the autocorrelatioll function--that is, that the screens are statistically stationary. We will specify a random phase screen by and <T being the standard deviation and Pm the correlation coefficient with respect to interval 1n. It is now necessary to generate a set of numbers having these statistical properties, which will represent thE> variation of 6H across the screen.
A series of correlated random numbers, a, may conveniently be generated from a series of uncorrelated random numbers, b, by (8) wherej and g are coefficients. If the standard deviation of the a's is to equal that of the b's, (9) Then the mth correlation coefficient is given by Pm= jm.
(10)
This simple form will be used in the present work; others could be devised if required. Figure 10 shows the values of Pm computed from 500 or 1000 numbers generated by this series for three values off. They are seen to agree closely withj'n.
Procedure
Since the numbers are random it is necessary to use enough of them when evaluating their statistical properties. As a guide we note (as can easily be proved ) that if the correlation coefficient is of exponential form , 
CT (p)= ~N-3·
We therefore expect the accuracy of an estimate' of p to be of the o,der Of..J :
' whe" " i, the num- I~ the foll~:nving computations a series represen tIng 6.H I S generated from (8), appropriate values for j and CT (b) haying been chosen in ad,oance. The properties u(6.H) and p(MI ) are compu ted for t his series. The series 6.H is then supposed to represent the phase fluctuatio n sampled at intervals !:1X along the diffraction plan e, and the amplitude M 01 the diffracted vva ye is computed at in tel'\T als 6.X' (where 6.X' can be equal to 6. X, 26.X, etc. ) alon& the obseI'\T a.tion plan e. The compu tation is re~tl'lc ted to amp~I tude for the sake of brevity, this b emg tho qu~ntlty most often observed experimentally. J.I[ I S evaluated at 500 or 1000 intervals and, fulally, the statistical properties CT (1\if) and p(M ) are computed for comparison with CT (6.H) and p (MI) . The distance in wavelengths at which p (1\11) falls to 0.5 is defined as q.
It is veri.fied that the interval 6.X is s ufficiently small by repeating the computation with every other point of the series t::.H eliminated and with 6.X doubled. With satisfactory intervals there is no significant difference between the two computations. The intervals!:1X= 1/8 andt::.X= 1/4 were always found to be adequate wi th shallow modula tion , as would indeed be anticipated from the foregoing sinewave results.
Shallow Modulo lion
To illustrate th e application of th e numeri cal method to shallow random scr eens, some problems will be explored which lie on the borders of approxim a tion s commonly applied in radio diffraction th eory. It is generally accepted, for instance, that irregularities much less than a wavelength across W< «1) do not propagate and therefore do not appear in the diffracted signal. For irregularities larger than a wavelength it is well known that the statistical form of the diffracted signal b ecomes identical to that of the diffraction screen when the first Fresn el zone over the diffraction screen is so large that it includes many irregularities, i.e., l « Q« $. It is not always evident, however , at what point such approximations become valid. As conditions like these have no special significance in the present numerical method, but also present no particular difficulty, we shall use it to investigate (i) diffraction from irregularities about on e wavelength across: Q~ 1; and (ii) the transition from the Fresn el to the Fraunhofer r egion : Q~ ~ H. (i. e., $ between 1.7 and 5.5) . T y pical r esults ar e given in figures 11 and 12 which show how the diffracted p attern ch anges with the distance (H ) between the diffraction screen and the observation plane for two values of Q. The diffracted amplitude pa ttern is obviously narrower near the scr een, and the amoun t of fluctuation (u (M») is sm aller . Also, the sm aller Q, the less is th e dependence of q on H .
In figure 12 , where Q< l , the correlation fun ction has a different shape at the two planes, which is consistent with the evanescence of irregulari ties much smaller than a wavelength. Neverthel ess a considerable depth of fluctuation remains even at H = 30. Figure 13 shows the dep endence of the " p attern width in the observation plane (q) on that in the diffraction plane (Q) at a constant H = 9. In all cases ."IH > Q. It is seen that q< Q for the larger values but that q> Q for the sm aller ones. Overall, q varies much less t han Q. The depth of fluctuation
expressed as CT (6.H) A particularly interesting case is that for 0 = 0.
In contrast to previous work [Bowhill, 1957; R atcliffe, 1956 ], the present calculations give q> O, 0" (JYJ) > 0. This case has been compu ted for a range of H between 3 and 48, the calculations being performed with two different sets of random numbers. The results are given in table 2. There is no apparent trend with H , differences being attributed to statistical enol'. The mean of thesil curves is plotted in figure 14 . The existe nce ftL 0 = 0 of a filliLe q of about Aj4, and 0(' a residual O"(Nf) 0 abo u t 2 0" (MI) , is probably due to contribution s from signals scattered obliquely; th ese will obviously be cOl'l'elated for displacements X' up to about A/4. Theoretical treatments that presume a small-angle approximation \",ill miss these con tribu tions. x' (UNITS OF A/ 8) 8.
width of the ampli tude pattern (q) and the depth of amplitude fluctu ation ). Fig ure 15 illustrates the behavior of q:
(i) If Q < 1, q increases with iucl'ease of Q. However , it changes relatively slightly wi t h II, passing, in fact, through a m.aximum.
(ii) If Q > 1, q changes more slowly with Q bu t depends more strongly on H. J t appears th at q (X,JH , at least to , IH = 2Q, wh en Q= 2.5 .
The flu ctuation depths computed 1'0[' Q > 1 are given in figure 16 as a function of , IH /Q. a-(JIIl) is expected to fall off at the smaller valu es of ,JH /Q because irreg ulal'i ties very large compared to the early Fresnel !lones will make n egligible co ntribution. By similar reason ing, a-(M ) m u st be zero when ,JR/Q is zero.
The slope found here is very different from the theoretical results of Bowhill [1957] and Wagner [1962] which are also plotted. It must be realized, though, that the three examples are for different forms of irregulari ty: Bowhill's for a Gaussian correlogram fallin g to 0.61 at Q; Wagner's for a "medium cutoff" power spectrum; and the numerical method for a correlogram of formjm falling to 0.50 at Q.
It was not possible to find any simple empirical relation that would describe the variation of (J eAt) in terms of Hand Q over the whole range of Q. A relation between (J OvI)/ (J (!:J.H) and q derived from the same computation is apparent, however. As indicated in figure 17a , the points derived for a given Q tend to lie on a straight line of slope proportional to l / Q which passes near the point computed for Q= O. This rather curious result is further illustrated in figure 17b In illustrating the use of the numerical method with shallow random screens, the following two results have emer ged:
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(i) Even very small irregularities produce a diffraction pattern with finite fluctuation depth and finite pattern width.
(ii) Fraunhofer diffraction-in which the forms of the diffraction screen and of the amplitude pattern in the observing plane are identical, and in which the relative fluctuation depths are simply relatedcannot be considered to apply until the first Fresnel zone is many times the pattern width. Such results will have a bearing on the interpretation of experimental data of LF and VLF fading, since a 100 kc/s signal received at the ground is 30 wavelengths from a diffraction screen at a height of 90 km and a 15 kc/s signal is a mere 3.5 wavelengths from a screen at 70 km.
Deep Modulation
To illustrate the method's application to deep random phase screens, one example has been computed which illustrates how the pattern width and depth of amplitude fluctuation change with increasing depth of phase modulation. It is taken that the diffraction and observation planes are nine wa velengths apart, and the phase perturbation is of small horizontal scale: Q= 0. 369 . The results are shown in figure 18 . The effect of increasing u(!:J.H) is initially to reduce the width of the amplitude pattern, to reduce the mean amplitude, and to increase the fluctuation depth . Beyond u(MI) = 1, however, these quantities are virtually independent of modulation depth. Presumably, additional contrib utions to the fading now go into components with structure too small for them to propagate a distance of nine wavelengths. An additional point of interest is that (J(M) = lo.1 2 when u(!:J.H) is large. The interval !:J.X = 7~ was found to be adequately small in all t h ese compu tations. 5.5. Discussion Because of the need to obtain an adequate statistical sample, comp utation with random screens is much lengthier than it is with sinusoidal ones. For instance, the computation takes 11.6 min in the case H =20, !:J.X= 7~, when 1000 amplitude points are taken. A limi ted amount of random screen computation is probably justified, however, because of the closer approach to experimental reality. A set of computations, such as those for shallow modulation, can clearly be applied to practical propagation studies. If it seems reasonable to assume an initial modulation of phase only, and if the present form of correlation coefficient is taken, then figure 15 relates q, Q, and H. An observation of q and an estimate of H then lead to Q. Having measured (J(M) it is then possible, from figure 17, to determine (J(!:J.H). It may also be possible to find u (!:J.H) from (J(M) and u(¢) -though this has not been done here. In that event one could work back to a determination of H.
A number of improvements and extensions are possible. Computational refinement may speed up the computer program (whose block diagram is given in Rppendix 1) . It would b e logical to make COlUpuLations for different forms of correlation coefficient, for a point source, an d for oblique-in ciden ce propagation. The model co uld con ceivRbly bo extended to two-diluensional (01' even tlu'ee-dim ensional) irregularities. Finfl,lly, it mfl,y be advantageous to evaluate the ph ase as well as th e ampli tud e properties of the diffracted Wfl, ves.
Conclusions
The object of this work has bee n to investigate a proposed numerical technique for sol vin g diffraction problems. The technique in its present form appears to be appropriate for radio problems where the irregularities in the diffraction screen are a f ew wavelen gths across and where the observation plane is not more than a fe w tens of wavelengths away. These ar e conditions of practical con cern in Lhe ionosph eri c propagation of LF and VLF signals. It has been shown that the technique gives accurate resul ts wi th sinewave modulation across the scr een, and it h as been found that, eve n for deep modulation, integr ation in tervals can be lar ger than migh t be thought at first sight. It h as been possible to derive original results for random scr eens observed in the Fresn el r egion.
Althou gh the numerical method is no t Rlways th e best one to use, and is limi ted by considerations of computin g time, there ar e cases wher e it is very convenient an d it may be particularly valu able in the in terpretation of experimen tal diffraction data. 
Generate random screen
If every other t::.H used
